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Myths, Legends, Folklore 5 Epics & Fables From the Philippines You Probably Never Heard Of These epics and fables
are not in their entirety as they have been summarized by Alcina and much of the rich verses and.

When they were made, she put them in a little casket of marble fashioned with much art, and this inside
another little case like those in which ladies keep their jewels, and sent them with the slave who had so many
times come and gone with messages. Then he planted the seeds from the fruit, and they grew until there was
much rattan and many trees bearing fruit. Finally Melu decided to make the earth; so he worked very hard in
putting the dead skin into shape, and when it was finished he was so pleased with it that he determined to
make two beings like himself, though smaller, to live on it. Pumbakhayon was able to catch the spear and used
the same weapon by throwing it to Aliguyon with an equally forceful might. Melu did not wish any assistance,
and a great argument ensued. Then pine bark is burned beneath and around the pile for about an hour, when
the ware is sufficiently fired. When they found a good spot, they settled down. Datung Sumanga and Bugbung
Humasanun There was, so says the singer, a princess in the island of Bohol of great repute and fame called
Bugbung Humasanun, the most renowned among all the beauties and of the greatest fame for her talent among
all the damsels, so secluded and enclosed in her chamber that nobody ever saw her except by sheerest chance.
He also had the skills and prowess of a brave and stalwart warrior that children of the villages often looked up
to him as a role model. After a long journey they reached a place where were broad fields of cogon grass and
an abundance of water, and there they made their home. Thus, the two warriors faced each other in a battle
they were not prepared for. It seems that Baltog, Handyong and Bantong shared the same passion to protect
and preserve the community they belong to, which encouraged them conquer all the adversaries that blocked
the way towards progress. Then he took it away from them and gave it to the people of a place called Mayinit.
Here are the epics mentioned by Alcina and a few fables that otherwise would have been lost in history. In this
tale, which is evidently very old, they account for themselves and their neighbors, and then, to meet present
needs, they adapt the story to include the white people whom they have known for not more than two hundred
years. Months passed and the inevitable happened, the woodsman and the star fairy fell in love with each
other. He was married to a lady of his rank called Bingi, a name which had been bestowed on her because of
her chastity, as we shall see. The Creation Story Tagalog When the world first began there was no land, but
only the sea and the sky, and between them was a kite a bird something like a hawk. He did many things and
particular deeds until he learned that she was on a little island where she had fled with her slaves. A long time
ago, when the universe was still young, the sun and the moon were married to each other. This trap was that in
a stream he had to cross, which was all flat stones with very high banks of rock, one of the more daring hid
below it on the side, with arms ready, though not trusting so much in them as in the treachery and trap they
had set for him. Their descendants, still dwelling at that place, are called Baraan or Bilaan, because of the
women's baskets. In this way there came to be many people on the earth. He discovered that her wings were
broken and readily surmised that she must have fallen unconscious upon hitting the ground. Here prayers are
offered for health, good crops, and success in battle. The star fairy finally regained consciousness and thanked
the woodsman for saving her life. Because of this, their children are called Bagobo. Pusong of Magtaon I will
tell of one brave whose memory was still very fresh because it happened not many years before the Spaniards
arrived here. From this incident, he was given the name Kabug, which means dunce bobo in this language, or
one who has little sense. Great patience and skill are required to bring the vessel to the desired shape. Notes by
Mabel Cook Cole: This story is well known among the Bilaan, who are one of the tribes least influenced by
the Spaniards, and yet it bears so many incidents similar to biblical accounts that there is a strong suggestion
of Christian influence. One day, in desperation, the father seized a stick and began beating them on all sides.
Then the sky ordered the kite to light on one of the islands to build her nest, and to leave the sea and the sky in
peace. Melu, from his place on the clouds, saw their danger, and he came quickly to earth and saved their lives
by turning their noses the other side up. One day, the king chanced upon the beautiful fairy crying and looking
forlorn as she watched the river bend below. Therefore, the duel ended in a treaty and the two young men
became close friends. One day they sent this bird out across the waters to see what he could find, and when he
returned he brought some earth, a piece of rattan, and some fruit. However we do know that these people were
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in the minds of their people, some which were as recent during the time of Alcina. The sky, in order to restrain
the sea, showered upon it many islands until it could no longer rise, but ran back and forth. Time went on and
the children became so numerous that the parents enjoyed no peace. Therefore, if you see a rainbow after a
brief rain shower, it means the star king took pity on the lovers again and had let down the tails of his colorful
g-string. Although the sun wanted to hide from his wife, his brightness always gave him away.


